1 1. Behavior and organization of social groups is thought to be vital to the functioning of 2 societies, yet the contributions of various roles within social groups have been difficult to 3 quantify. A common approach to quantifying these role-based contributions is evaluating the 4 performance of individuals at conducting certain roles, these studies ignore how these 5 performances might scale up to effects at the population-level. Manipulative experiments are 6 another common approach to determine population-level effects, but they often ignore potential 7 feedbacks associated with these various roles. 8 2. Here, we evaluate the effects of worker size distribution in bumblebee colonies on worker 9 production, using functional linear models. Functional linear models are a recent correlative 10 technique that has been used to assess lag effects of environmental drivers on plant performance.
INTRODUCTION
. In laboratory colonies of a eusocial ant Pheidole cell has opened and an adult worker emerged ( Fig. 2 for stages) . We also had two other 139 categories: (6) dead, where we have observed a dead cell, and (7) unseen, where the cell can no 140 longer be seen in the brood photos. 141 Some brood clumps did not develop into distinct cells before the end of brood mapping, 142 while other clumps died before cell partitioning. Rather than exclude these indistinct, dead, or 143 undeveloped brood clumps in our analyses, which could result in underestimating egg production 144 and overestimating larval survival, we estimated the number of cells for these clumps. We did 145 this by classifying these indistinct brood clumps into five size categories (tiny, small, medium, 146 large, extra-large) based on comparisons with similarly-sized brood clumps that did divide into 147 individual cells and assigning the mean value of cells for these size categories to indistinct 148 clumps. 149 From the brood mapping, we estimated three vital rates: egg production, larval development 150 time, and larval survival. We considered weekly egg production to be the number of newly 151 visible cells in either clump or pre-differentiated stages. We assumed that the number of distinct 152 cells formed by a brood clump represented the total number of eggs laid, i.e. no eggs died before 153 larval cells differentiated. We calculated development time for each cell as the number of days 154 from when it was first seen as an egg (defined as the 'clump' stage) to when it was first seen as 155 an eclosed cell. Cells that were not detected in the clump stage or that disappeared from view 156 before visibly eclosing were excluded from our analyses of larval development time. Finally, we 157 classified larval survival as the success of each cell reaching eclosion. We excluded 43 unseen 158 brood cells from our larval analyses because more than 8 days (50% the normal bumblebee 159 development time) passed between photos of them so their fates could not be unambiguously mapped. These represent 10% of 437 unseen cells or 1% of all 4,640 cells mapped across the 21 colonies and three resource environments.
163
Worker surveys 164 We conducted weekly night-time surveys to estimate the mean and standard deviation in 165 the size of newly emerged workers (hereafter referred to as "callow size"). We assigned each bee 166 a unique tag using a combination enamel paint and numbered, color-tags or Microsensys radio- ). The size of each worker at initial capture was used to estimate the mean and 172 standard deviation in callow size. We used these size measurements in combination with 173 presence/absence data to determine the number of workers of each size (now referred to as 174 "worker size composition") present in each colony for each week of the survey in order to 175 evaluate the effects of worker size composition on aspects of worker production. ). Therefore, instead of restricting our predictors (X) to unidimensional space (i.e. simple 182 linear models, such as total worker number predicts number of eggs), we can evaluate the effect of the number of workers on some response variable (e.g. number of eggs) as a continuous 184 function of worker size (i.e. a separate attribute of the predictor variable), such that the smooth 185 function of size-specific slopes versus worker size can be described as: Y and vice versa when the slope is negative ( Fig. 3 ).
197
We parameterized the smooth functions of the size-specific slopes using general additive 198 models (GAMs). We fit our GAMs using the cubic spline basis for all smooth covariates, so that 199 the coefficients will be set to 0 if our covariates have no effects on the response (see Zuur 2012, 200 for an excellent textbook introduction to GAMs). For new eggs laid, we used worker size little to no effect on mean callow size ( Fig. 4k ; F = 0.7, d.f. = 0.61, P = 0.068), whereas more 268 larger workers slightly decreased the standard deviation in callow size ( Fig. 4n 
Summary
Overall, we found that the advantages and disadvantages of workers of different sizes on 389 worker production only became apparent when exploring these effects across these three 390 different resource environments. We also found that bumblebee colonies shifted their worker 391 size distribution across these resource environments. Among eusocial insects, caste size 392 polymorphism is hypothesized to be an adaption to expand accessibility of resources, such as Table 1 . Relationship of the five vital rates relating to worker production and the smooth terms 638 of colony age, the number of workers of each size (i.e. worker size composition, WSC), and 639 standardized ("std") WSC meaning that we accounted for production costs associated with each 640 worker size. Relationship descriptions provided are restricted over the observed range of worker 641 body sizes and colony ages including days spent in the laboratory. The column "confounding 642 effects" describes whether both colony age and WSC had similar effects on the response variable 643 when both smooth terms are significant. Since colony age and population size are correlated, we 644 were unable to determined which smooth term was driving these effects if both smooth terms 645 have similar effects. Asterisks (*) represents a significant effect of a main effect of colony ID on 646 the parametric intercept in the GAMs. 
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